In recent years, evidence has emerged for a bidirectional relationship between sleep and neurological and psychiatric disorders. First, sleepÀwake disorders (SWDs) are very common and may be the first/main manifestation of underlying neurological and psychiatric disorders. Secondly, SWDs may represent an independent risk factor for neuropsychiatric morbidities. Thirdly, sleepÀwake function (SWF) may influence the course and outcome of neurological and psychiatric disorders. This review summarizes the most important research and clinical findings in the fields of neuropsychiatric sleep and circadian research and medicine, and discusses the promise they bear for the next decade. The findings herein summarize discussions conducted in a workshop with 26 European experts in these fields, and formulate specific future priorities for clinical practice and translational research. More generally, the conclusion emerging from this workshop is the recognition of a tremendous opportunity offered by our knowledge of SWF and SWDs that has unfortunately not yet entered as an important key factor in clinical practice, particularly in Europe. Strengthening pre-graduate and postgraduate teaching, creating academic multidisciplinary sleepÀwake centres and simplifying diagnostic approaches of SWDs coupled with targeted treatment strategies yield enormous clinical benefits for these diseases.
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Introduction
The last decade has brought exciting research findings and medical insights that demonstrate the key involvement of sleep in several neurological and psychiatric disorders.
These main achievements can be summarized in the following five domains. 1 Epidemiology: SleepÀwake disturbances (SWDs) are extremely prevalent in patients with neurological and psychiatric (Table 1) disorders [1] . This very frequent comorbidity is linked to the neurobiology of sleep, psychiatric and neurological functions. Mechanistically, this comorbidity is probably based on overlapping neuronal networks and common neurotransmitter systems (Fig. 1a-c ). 2 Diagnostic value: SWDs represent an independent risk factor for neurological and psychiatric disorders. Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), for example, was shown to be an independent predictor for stroke [2] . Detrimental effects of SDB, and possibly also of insomnia and restless legs syndrome (RLS), upon cardiovascular functions have been documented and recently linked with data on increased long-term cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [3] [4] [5] (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, SWDs may be the first or main manifestation of neurological and psychiatric disorders. For example, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behaviour disorder (RBD) is most commonly symptomatic of an underlying neurodegenerative disorder [6] . Insomnia can be the first manifestation of depression; and chronic insomnia of unknown origin is significantly associated with an increased risk for depression (and eventually suicidality) [7] . Hypersomnia/excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) can be amongst the first manifestations of parkinsonism [8] . Subtle disturbances of circadian rhythms are present in early stages of Alzheimer's disease [9] whilst clinically evident disturbances of circadian rhythms and/or modulation of neuropsychiatric functions are a common feature of seasonal affective disorder, late stage Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and psychiatric disorders such as major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia [10] . 3 Treatment and prognosis: SWDs may have a detrimental effect on the course of different neurological and psychiatric disorders. SDB, for example, was shown to worsen the outcome of stroke and epilepsy and to affect cognition [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, specific treatment of SWDs in neurological and psychiatric patients can have positive consequences on neuropsychiatric disease manifestations and progression, and eventually improve quality of life and survival. For example, treatment with continuous positive air pressure (CPAP) can improve seizure control in patients with epilepsy, whereas light and melatonin can ameliorate cognitive functions in dementia patients [14, 15] . Finally, drugs used in neurological and psychiatric patients may cause or worsen SWDs, e.g. sleep attacks/ EDS or insomnia with dopaminergic drugs in patients with parkinsonism; RBD and RLS caused by antidepressants [16, 17] . Figure 1 (a) Neuroanatomy and neurochemistry of sleepÀwake functions (SWFs)/circuits (wakefulness). For details on specific functions/interactions of these neuronal networks see elsewhere [1, 95] . Illustration by Anja Giger, Neurocenter, University Hospital, Inselspital, Bern, Switzerland. (b) Neuroanatomy and neurochemistry of SWFs/circuits (sleep onset/non-rapid-eye-movement sleep). For details on specific functions/interactions of these neuronal networks see elsewhere [1, 95] . Illustration by Anja Giger, Neurocenter, University Hospital, Inselspital, Bern, Switzerland. (c) Neuroanatomy and neurochemistry of SWFs/circuits (REM sleep). For details on specific functions/interactions of these neuronal networks see elsewhere [1, 95] . Illustration by Anja Giger, Neurocenter, University Hospital, Inselspital, Bern, Switzerland. PLH, posterior lateral hypothalamus; TMN, tubero-mamillary nucleus; LDT/PPT, laterodorsal tegmental nucleus/pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus; DR, dorsal raphe nucleus; LC, locus coeruleus; vlPAG, ventrolateral periaqueductal gray; VLPO, ventrolateral pre-optic nucleus; BF, basal forebrain; SLD, sublaterodorsal nucleus (just ventral to LC).
4 Neurobiological insights gained from the study of SWDs: recent clinical and translational sleep/circadian studies -including the development of a few animal models [18] -provided interesting new insights for the entire field of neurobiology. The discovery of an animal model of narcolepsy has enhanced our understanding of hypothalamic mechanisms of sleepÀwake regulation, but also more generally of motor, autonomic and emotional functions in the healthy brain [1] . The observation of a disturbance of circadian functions in patients with seasonal affective disorder, Alzheimer's disease and bipolar disorders suggests a crucial involvement of chronobiological rhythms in the pathophysiology of these conditions [10] . Our understanding of RBD as an early manifestation of neurodegeneration heralded a series of studies that provided evidence for a direct involvement of sleepÀwake related neuronal mechanisms in progressive neuronal loss [19] . Finally, studies on nocturnal epilepsy and complex motor parasomnias have broadened our understanding of the neurobiology of consciousness and emotional behaviours [20] . 5 The neurobiology of sleep and its relevance for the fields of neurology and psychiatry: significant developments in our understanding of the neurobiology of sleep have implications for our understanding of neurological and psychiatric disorders. First, neuroplasticity supporting memory consolidation and learning processes were shown to rely upon sleep and have major implications for both the healthy, the aging and the diseased brain [21, 22] . Secondly, recent studies support Peron's traditional idea of a restorative function of sleep by removing neurotoxic substances accumulated in the brain during wakefulness [23] . Thus, getting adequate sleep may have a neuroprotective effect. Developing our knowledge of the neurobiology of sleep and its alterations requires new methodological developments, and the use of promising translational and animal approaches facilitating translation of findings from animal models to clinical situations. Despite these important and exciting new insights, the opportunities of diagnosing and treating SWDs are frequently not adequately addressed or are neglected in neurological and psychiatric practice (apart from a few specialized research centres). In most countries, this is certainly in part the result of insufficient information about sleep during medical education. Likewise, sleep research and sleep medicine have been actively pursued in only a few neurological and psychiatric departments throughout Europe [1] .
The present review results from a collaborative effort of a group of European experts in the fields of interest. It summarizes the most important recent research and medical findings in the field of sleep research and sleep medicine and discusses the promise they bear for the next decade. The results of these State of the art Healthful and sufficient sleep is essential to optimal cognitive function in humans and animals, whilst disruptions of sleep is a hallmark of a wide range of neurological and mental disorders. In the past decade, significant advances have been accomplished especially in the field of memory research, from different perspectives spanning both synaptic and network levels [22] . Experience-dependent changes occur in synaptic assemblies during sleep in rodents [24] , and many studies have shown that the recall of recently learned information is better after an episode of sleep than of wakefulness [25] . Models of sleep and memory consolidation have been developed and refined. One prominent approach focuses upon the idea that local neuronal assemblies activated during learning are 'depotentiated' during subsequent sleep, making room for new learning whilst creating an enduring memory trace (Fig. 3 , left inside) [26] . Another prominent conceptualization, based on both animal [27] and human [28] [29] [30] studies, supports the hypothesis that sleep promotes reactivation and transfer of information for consolidated storage in distributed cortical networks (Fig. 3 , right inside). Recent research has highlighted the importance of individual microstructural sleep features -e.g. slow oscillations, spindles, hippocampal ripples and ponto-geniculo-occipital waves -for memory-related processes [22, 31] and attributed both unique and overlapping roles to these features.
Future
Notwithstanding this, our understanding of the functions of sleep in supporting memory and the integrity of other cognitive functions remains incomplete. Also, the effect of sleep as treatment target to promote neuroplasticity and functional recovery after brain damage is largely untested. First, we need to better understand the genetic and epigenetic factors that explain substantial interindividual differences in the benefits of sleep on memory and cognition. Such knowledge is expected to lead to the discovery of novel targets for innovative Figure 3 Neuroplasticity mechanisms supporting memory consolidation and learning processes during sleep are suggested by both animal and human studies. The mechanisms involved are still unclear. A first hypothesis is that local neuronal assemblies activated during learning are 'depotentiated' during subsequent sleep to make room for new learning whilst creating an enduring memory trace (upper left). A second hypothesis is that sleep promotes reactivation and transfer of information for consolidated storage in distributed cortical networks (upper right).
pharmacotherapy. There is also a need to more fully identify the cellular and molecular mechanisms sustaining the effect of sleep (and sleep deprivation/disturbances) on memory. A wide range of techniques, from intracellular and unit recordings to brain imaging, can be employed further to explore these mechanisms. Using interventionist approaches in animal models and non-invasive stimulation techniques in humans, manipulating distinct aspects of sleep should allow the establishment of causality chains in the cascade of neural events underlying the impact of sleep on memory.
Secondly, it is important to assess clinically the impact of sleep loss (e.g. secondary to shiftwork, chronic sleep restriction) and sleep disorders (e.g. SDB, insomnia/sleep fragmentation) upon memory and more generally upon cognitive functions.
Thirdly, experimental and clinical studies are needed to test whether pharmacological and non-pharmacological sleep-related interventions can be used to promote recovery from brain damage, which is known to rely on neuroplasticity processes and 'relearning' [32, 33] .
Key points
• Promoting adequate sleep is crucial to cognitive functioning and learning, especially in a society that values 'work around the clock'.
• Interventions to obtain adequate sleep are expected to promote neuroplasticity and cognitive processes during rehabilitation after brain damage and during cognitive behavioural therapies.
• A 24-h perspective is needed to fully understand neuroplasticity and cognitive processes in both health and disease, a perspective that is not restricted to an opposition between wakefulness and sleep but rather envisions cognition and memory/ learning as dynamic processes spanning the whole dayÀnight cycle.
Insomnia and mental health
State of the art Insomnia is defined by subjective complaints of prolonged sleep latency, difficulties to maintain sleep or early morning awakening, accompanied by negative daytime consequences. Chronic insomnia (symptom duration longer than 3 months) is the most prevalent sleep disorder, afflicting over 10% of the population. It contributes significantly to the risk or severity of cardiovascular, metabolic, mood and neurodegenerative disorders [4, 7, 34] . Insomnia with short sleep represents a subtype that is most at risk for adverse consequences [35] .
The diagnosis of insomnia is based on subjective complaints. However, actual morbidity frequently varies widely from patient perception. Polysomnography (PSG) can be useful to rule out secondary forms of insomnia [such as SDB and RLS/periodic limb movements in sleep (PLMS)]. In addition, PSG (but also actigraphy) provides estimates of objective sleep and wake duration. Although meta-analyses indicate significant PSG deviations when averaged over a large sample of insomniacs [36] , PSG measures do not deviate from normal in many individual cases and do not capture the subjective experience of being awake. As a consequence, subjective wakefulness appears to be a separate dimension that awaits appropriate quantification. Suggested quantitative electroencephalography (EEG) measures may be complemented in the future by methods (e.g. high density EEG, cortico-cortical connectivity etc.) reflecting neuronal correlates of consciousness in healthy people and patients with disorders of consciousness. Insomnia subtypes proposed in previous diagnostic classification systems (DSM, ICSD) were unsatisfactory and have been abandoned. Clearer subtypes may emerge from multivariate assessment that is less focused on sleep phenotypes only. Careful multivariate matching of good and poor sleepers to reduce heterogeneity has recently revealed neural correlates of resilient versus vulnerable sleep, including activation and integrity of brain white and grey matter [37] . The preferential involvement of specific areas of the brain in the pathophysiology of insomnia is further supported by observation of new onset insomnia in patients with focal brain damage (e.g. with left dorsomedial frontal lobe damage) [38] .
Non-pharmacological treatment of insomnia has been improved by the development of cognitive behavioural approaches that were proved to be as effective as hypnotics [39] . Pharmacological treatment, traditionally related to benzodiazepines and so-called z-drugs, was recently enriched by the modulation of other arousal networks such as histaminergic and hypocretinergic neurons [40, 41] . The role and advantages of these approaches still need to be understood.
Future
The next decade will show whether the dimensional view of research-domain-oriented criteria (RDoC) is more valuable than previous categorical diagnostic classifications [42] . It is arguable to interpret the presence of sleep oscillations as a change in the state of consciousness. Recent observations of the possible coexistence of regionally dissociated brain activity patterns during both behavioural sleep and wakefulness, with some brain areas being active whilst others show sleep signs, may offer a new perspective in the evaluation of insomnia. Neurophysiological research in the next decade may reveal the relative contribution of disturbed perception, duration and fragmentation of sleep to the adverse consequences of insomnia. Similarly, brain imaging holds a high promise to reveal subtypes, causes and consequences of insomnia.
Overall, the future data-driven definition of insomnia subtypes with differential underlying mechanisms also promises more personalized treatment. Although cognitive behavioural treatment seems to be more satisfactory than pharmacological treatment, it still leaves many patients symptomatic. Unfortunately, determination of polymorphisms or copy number variations to mechanistically understand the heritability of insomnia is hampered by the lack of specific insomnia phenotyping in the large aggregated cohorts of genotyped and brain-imaged individuals presently available. A challenge for the next decade is to reach these individuals to collect their lifetime history of sleep vulnerability [43] . The use of internet-based methods within a stepped care framework would allow this at minimal cost [44] and will help to evaluate whether early insomnia treatment is capable of preventing consequences like cardiovascular disease, depression/suicidality and cognitive dysfunction.
Key points
• Insomnia contributes to the risk or severity of cardiovascular, metabolic, mood and possibly also neurodegenerative disorders, making it highly relevant for the next decade to determine whether successful sleep interventions protect against these adverse consequences.
• Detailed endophenotyping, coupled with behavioural and environmental assessment in longitudinal cohort studies, holds significant promise towards elucidating the basis of these risks.
• New approaches are expected to improve the diagnostic accuracy (and the characterization of insomnia subtypes) and treatment of insomnia.
Circadian biology, psychiatric and neurological disorders
State of the art A proper function of the circadian timing system is mandatory for normal sleep and optimal physiological function of the brain and the body, and arises from a clock 'machinery' which includes the retino-hypothalamic pathway, conducting environmental timing signals, and the suprachiasmatic nuclei, the mammalian 'master clock'. This 'master clock' synchronizes cellautonomous circadian clocks in nearly all cells of the brain and body, conveying circadian control upon all major neurotransmitter systems.
It is therefore not surprising that disturbances of circadian functions and a circadian variation of clinical manifestations are common in a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders such as depressive and affective disorders, stroke, Alzheimer's disease, parkinsonism, RLS and traumatic brain injury [1, 10] . In affective disorders, prominent diurnal variations of mood have been well known for decades and recognized as predictors of the outcome of illness episodes.
Onset of stroke appears to be more frequent in the morning hours. In RLS sensorimotor symptoms follow inversely the core temperature course. In Alzheimer's disease a correlation was found between fluctuations of cognitive functions and measures of circadian output, and later stages of disease are associated with profound shifts in the behavioural phase (so-called 'sundowning') [45] . Specific interventions targeting the circadian system, such as sleep deprivation and intensive light, were shown to improve symptomatology in mood disorders and Alzheimer's disease, and simple behavioural circadian reinforcement can improve mild dementia and well-being in elderly individuals [15] .
Multiple mechanisms are involved in the above mentioned bidirectional interactions between circadian functions and neuropsychiatric disorders. Polymorphic variations of clock genes contribute to psychopathology in bipolar disorder, pointing to either a causative involvement of the central circadian clock [46] or its altered response to external 'zeitgebers' (e.g. lightÀdark cycle). Conversely, different behaviours (e.g. bad sleep hygiene) may also impact on clock gene expression [47] , and circadian interventions have direct effects on neurotransmitter systems [46] . Furthermore, brain damage may disturb the clock machinery and lead to circadian disturbances [48] . Finally, drugs frequently used in treating neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g. lithium, valproic acid) have direct targets within the circadian machinery, and biomarkers from circadian pathways have been shown to be useful for diagnostic classification and development of new treatments in psychiatry [49] . However, circadian concepts and interventions have entered the clinical domain very little so far.
Future
One clear future goal is the consideration of molecular circadian parameters in psychiatric and neurological studies. For example, new in vitro methods such as the use of fibroblasts should be used to investigate circadian parameters and their relation to treatments and psychopathology [50] . Moreover, further studies on circadian clock genes in psychiatric and neurological patients are needed, since these genes generate a temporal pattern of reactivity of brain cells to various stimuli. To better treat these patients, large-scale multicentre controlled treatment studies manipulating/ depriving light/sleep are needed. Besides targeting typical patients with affective disorders, chronotherapeutic approaches (including light) should also be tested in neurological populations such as Alzheimer's patients and other brain disorders (e.g. parkinsonism) accompanied by severe circadian and SWDs.
Disrupted circadian timing (e.g. shift work) has a detrimental effect on the course and symptomatology of psychiatric and neurological disorders, prompts illness relapse, and should be closely monitored to improve outcomes in these disorders. The circadian clock itself should be studied as a potential psychopharmacological drug target. 'Time-of-day' needs to be regarded as an important factor and studied to evaluate psychopharmacological drug efficacy and its therapeutic window [51] .
Finally, circadian clock parameters hold considerable promise for endophenotyping of psychiatric and neurological disorders. To further exploit this potential, studies should be performed classifying neuropsychiatric disorders based on phenotypic circadian dimensions. This characterization has been made possible on the one hand by new multichannel recording devices capable of ambulatory long-term measurements of motor activity, heart rate, temperature and sleep, and on the other hand by detailed molecular characterizations directly from patient cells.
Key points
• Methodological advances have made the study of circadian functions and phenotypic circadian dimensions possible not only in healthy subjects but also in patients.
• A better and wider implementation in clinical practice is needed and expected to have important implications for the diagnosis and treatment of neurological and psychiatric disorders.
SleepÀwake disorders* and their impact on the diagnosis and outcome of neurological and psychiatric disorders
State of the art A normal sleepÀwake cycle depends on the integrity of the brain, which explains the high frequency of SWDs in neurological and psychiatric patients (Table 1) . Conversely, since sleep has fundamental restorative functions for the brain, sleep disorders may influence the course and outcome of neurological and psychiatric disorders, and may even be directly and causally implicated in these diseases.
In the following areas, a better understanding of the link between sleep-wake function (SWF)/SWDs and neurological disorders has direct clinical implications.
First, SWDs can represent the main or first manifestation of a neurological or psychiatric disorder. RBD has been recognized to be the first symptom of such neurodegenerative diseases as Parkinson's disease, dementia with Lewy bodies and multisystem atrophy [52] . Insomnia, EDS/hypersomnia/fatigue can be the first or only manifestation of stroke and neurodegenerative and mood disorders [7, 8, 53] . Subtle disturbances of SWF and circadian function can be observed in preclinical Alzheimer's disease, whilst clinically evident disturbances are often seen in advanced dementia and parkinsonian syndromes [9] . It remains unclear whether treatment of these SWDs may prevent the subsequent development/evolution of the associated neurological and psychiatric disorders.
Secondly, detrimental effects of sleep loss and disturbance on neuronal function/integrity may include a diminished clearance of toxic substances such as amyloid out of the brain and contribute also to the proinflammatory state associated with these disorders [23] .
Thirdly, in addition to its modulating effect on the frequency of migrainous and epileptic attacks, sleep disturbances and sleep loss seem to have an important role on stroke evolution and recovery in both animal models and patients [54] .
Fourthly, the observation of insomnia, EDS and RBD in the context of multiple sclerosis, limbic encephalitis and paraneoplastic syndromes raises questions about the frequency and implications of autoimmune mechanisms in SWDs in general [55, 56] .
These advances contrast with still unsolved diagnostic issues concerning SWDs in neurological and psychiatric populations. (a) A variety of scales and diagnostic criteria have been developed for the diagnosis and rating of symptoms of RBD, RLS, PLMS, narcolepsy, sleep disorders in Parkinson's disease, sleep-related frontal lobe (hypermotor) epilepsy and parasomnias. Unfortunately only scarce data exist on their diagnostic accuracy or correlation with objective measures. (b) Conventional sleepÀwake assessment relies on criteria developed for healthy people. In patients with brain damage affecting the sleepÀwake EEG mechanism, however, these criteria are not always appropriate [56, 57] . Advances in the treatment of SWDs in neurology were made in the field of narcolepsy, circadian disorders in dementia [15] 
• Identification of insomnia, RBD, EDS/hypersomnia/fatigue and other SWDs has diagnostic value for the early recognition of depression/mood disorders and neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease.
• Early diagnosis of SWDs may offer a new 'therapeutic window' with a favourable impact on the evolution and outcome of such disorders as epilepsy, stroke, migraine, parkinsonism and Alzheimer's disease. Sleep-disordered breathing is associated with (i) EDS, fatigue or insomnia, (ii) neuropsychiatric symptoms and (iii) increased cardiovascular and cerebrovascular morbidity and mortality (e.g. representing an independent risk factor of stroke and affecting also its outcome [2, 13] ).
The different SDB phenotypes may present some but not all of these clinical features. Gender, genetic and environmental factors are amongst the many factors that are involved in determining the different phenotypes (and complications of SDB). Treatment of OSA with CPAP promotes a mild but significant reduction in blood pressure, especially in treatment-refractory hypertension and sufficiently CPAP-adherent patients, as well as improvement of EDS. It has been demonstrated that a moderate but sustained weight reduction can prevent the progression of OSA or even cure mild OSA in obese patients. Regardless of the many open questions on pathophysiology, clinical presentation, cardiovascular and metabolic consequences, the differentiation of the phenotypes and the differential therapy, the workshop focused on the influence of SDB on neurological and psychiatric implications.
About 5%-10% of CPAP-treated patients continue to complain of EDS despite normalization of ventilation during sleep: a decreased central cholinergic activity can play a role in the pathophysiology of residual EDS.
Most data on neurocognitive impairment and outcome focus on OSA whilst there is a lack of information on CSA and CSR. This points out the importance of an interdisciplinary approach, including other subspecialties, e.g. cardiology and nephrology.
Cross-sectional studies showed that OSA is associated with an impairment of memory function, attention and executive functions. A mild cognitive impairment and dementia were found in older women with OSA, whilst data on other groups are lacking [11] . Recent studies showed progressive structural changes in cortical and subcortical brain areas, including the putamen and hippocampus [58, 59] , associated with impairments in cognition, mood and sleepiness [60] . The morphological changes develop from acute swelling to chronic loss of volume in untreated OSA patients. Hypoxia and changes between hypoxia and reoxygenation rather than sleep fragmentation substantially influence brain structural changes. Structural brain changes are potentially reversible by ventilatory therapy [60] . In addition, treatment with CPAP objectively improves attention [61] .
Anxiety and depression are frequent comorbidities in OSA and may influence the symptomatology and the adherence to CPAP therapy [62] . They may also play a role in the pathogenesis of OSA, because of the direct influence of drug therapy and increased body weight.
Future
In general, causes and consequences of residual EDS and neurocognitive impairments despite efficient CPAP therapy require better evaluation. Psychological assessment for detection of anxiety or depressive disturbances should be included in the clinical guidelines for the evaluation and follow-up of patients with OSA. Furthermore, additional longitudinal studies should be performed in treated and untreated OSA patients in order to define the risk of developing mild cognitive impairment and dementia.
Prospective trials are also needed to assess more precisely the role of OSA, CSA and CSR (and their treatment) as risk factors for stroke and as modulatory of its outcome.
Treatment alternatives to CPAP should be better evaluated especially in terms of their impact on neurological and psychiatric symptoms, including oxygen, positional therapy, mandibular advancement and hypoglossus stimulation. Pharmacological treatment may be developed for specific manifestations of SDB (e.g. upper airway muscle function, loop gain etc.) and may help in reducing the overall burden of the disease.
Key points
• Prospective clinical and neuroimaging studies highlight the importance of early diagnosis and successful treatment of OSA to prevent EDS, neuropsychiatric/cognitive symptoms and stroke.
• The relationship between SDB/OSA and dementia/ neurodegenerative disorders remains controversial.
• Treatment alternatives to CPAP should be developed and/or better evaluated.
Narcolepsy and central (neurogenic) hypersomnias
State of the art Central hypersomnias are disorders characterized by EDS and/or increased sleep (hypersomnia) that are not due to disturbed nocturnal sleep or misaligned circadian rhythm [63] . Central hypersomnias include narcolepsy, recurrent hypersomnias (KleineÀLevin syndrome, catamenial hypersomnia), idiopathic hypersomnia, behaviourally induced insufficient sleep syndrome (which is not strictly a brain disorder but rather a lifestyle consequence) and hypersomnia secondary to medical, substance-related, neurological or psychiatric disorders.
In recent years, major advances were achieved in the field of narcolepsy with cataplexy (narcolepsy type 1). Pathophysiologically, the discovery that deficient hypocretin neurotransmission causes narcolepsy led, also thanks to new animal models, to a better understanding of the neurochemistry and neurophysiology of narcolepsy as a hypothalamic disorder [64] . Expanding knowledge about the hypocretin system also improved our understanding of sleepÀwake regulation in general and of the interplay of sleep, the autonomic system, metabolism, body temperature regulation, metabolism, motor regulation, emotional control, addictive behaviour and cognition [65] . Related research suggested a role of impaired hypocretin neurotransmission in other neuropsychiatric disorders such as head trauma, Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease and improvement of insomnia following antagonization of the hypocretin system [19, 41, 66, 67] .
Mechanisms of hypocretin cell loss in human narcolepsy remain unclear. Although indirect evidence for an autoimmune mechanism is accumulating, a final proof is still lacking. Narcolepsy appears to arise from a genetic predisposition and a variety of, possibly cumulating, environmental factors including infections (e.g. streptococcus, influenza virus), vaccinations (e.g. H1N1) and others (e.g. head trauma) [68] . The involvement of other neuronal systems remains possible.
Clinically a distinct childhood phenotype, an association with obesity, vigilance and cognitive disturbances, and frequent comorbid anxiety and depression were only recently characterized [69] . Conversely, reliable criteria for the diagnosis of the borderland of narcolepsy that is narcolepsy without cataplexy, idiopathic hypersomnia and behaviourally induced insufficient sleep syndrome, hypersomnia associated/ secondary to medical disorders, substance-related hypersomnia and hypersomnia related to neurological or psychiatric disorders are still lacking.
Effective treatment includes lifestyle changes, antidepressants, as well as stimulants and sodium oxybate (reaching class A evidence for the latter two).
Future
A better understanding of the borderland of narcolepsy is important, including the role of chronic sleep deprivation and psychiatric comorbidities as co-determinants of central hypersomnias.
Narcolepsy research is expected to identify (i) the (autoimmune?) mechanism of presumed hypocretin cell death and (ii) the exact role of the hypocretin system (and possibly other neurotransmitter deficiencies) in the pathophysiology of narcolepsy but also in sleepÀwake regulation and such other physiological functions as reward, motivated behaviours and metabolism.
From a diagnostic point of view, better screening tools, new tests to assess sleepiness, disturbed vigilance, cataplexy and their severity in narcolepsy are needed.
Concerning treatment, new generation stimulants such as pitolisant (an agent promoting histaminergic neurotransmission) and JZP-110 (an agent promoting both noradrenergic and dopaminergic neurotransmis-sion) are under investigation and may become available soon [70] . Efforts are currently devoted also to the development of appropriate hypocretin agonists.
Key points
• The borderland of narcolepsy should be better characterized, eventually improving our understanding of psychiatric and behavioural co-determinants of hypersomnia.
• A better understanding the aetio-pathophysiology of narcolepsy will expand our knowledge on the role of hypocretin in sleepÀwake and other central nervous system functions, but also on neuroimmunological brain disorders.
Restless legs syndrome (WillisÀEkbom disease) and periodic limb movements in sleep
State of the art Although RLS is one of the most prevalent neurological disorders it is still under-diagnosed, particularly in infancy or in conditions such as pregnancy, anaemia or renal failure [1, 71] . The frequency in neurological and psychiatric patients is particularly high [72] . No biological diagnostic markers are available for RLS and the current diagnostic criteria lack specific thresholds for symptom severity, frequency or impact on quality of life.
The exact pathophysiology of RLS, for which no reliable animal model is established, is still unknown. The rapid efficacy of low doses of dopamine agonists (DAs), the circadian oscillation of endogenous dopamine, the worsening of RLS by dopamine antagonists and a multitude of neurophysiological data suggest a primary spinal cord involvement arising from a dysfunction of the dopaminergic hypothalamo-spinal inhibitory descending pathway [73] . This may in turn be related to a deficient central nervous system iron transport/storage [74] . Strong evidence also supports a role of genetic factors [75] . In particular, early-onset RLS is highly familial and a positive parental history for RLS is found in more than 70% of children [76] . Nevertheless, neither familiar linkage analysis nor genome-wide association studies have been able to identify specific gene mutations or polymorphisms responsible for the disease, suggesting that RLS is a complex polygenic phenotype.
Approximately 70%-90% of adult RLS subjects present with PLMS. Such movements allow high diagnostic sensitivity for RLS, but only low specificity. Their causative role in inducing sleep instability, their relation to sleep breathing disorders and their cardiovascular long-term consequences are still debated [5] .
In the short term, suppression of PLMS does not affect cortical arousals, and scientific evidence to warrant treatment of PLMS is still lacking [77] . The pathological significance of PLMS without RLS, often incidentally found in PSG studies, is even more uncertain.
Several diseases have symptoms that are often confused with those of RLS, and other neurological and psychiatric conditions are associated with higher rates of RLS, including migraine, multiple sclerosis, spinal cord lesions, parkinsonism and mood disorders.
Chronic and clinically significant RLS can be treated with either a non-ergot DA or an a-2-d calcium channel ligand [78] . DAs might be a more appropriate choice in the presence of depression and overweight. Since a-2-d ligands can alleviate chronic pain and may be helpful in treating anxiety and insomnia, the presence of any of these comorbidities may favour their use. In refractory RLS, oral prolonged release oxycodone-naloxone should be considered [79] .
The most relevant clinical problem in the management of RLS is represented by the phenomenon of augmentation, an unexplained increase of RLS symptom severity occurring during long-term therapy with dopaminergic agents. No evidence-based guidelines on the management of augmentation are available.
Future
Future clinical studies should address (i) the impact of severity and frequency of symptoms on the impact of RLS (e.g. quality of life), (ii) the characterization and relevance of different RLS subtypes (e.g. primary versus secondary RLS, familial versus non-familial RLS, RLS with and without comorbidities).
Therapeutically, DAs provide effective treatment for RLS/PLMS but less for sleep instability, whilst a-2-d calcium channel ligands show the opposite effects. Therefore, future studies should consider possible combined therapy or new compounds in RLS treatment and clarify the therapeutic role of iron supplementation in RLS patients with both normal and deficient ferritin levels. Treatment for many RLS subpopulations or comorbidities such as uraemia, pregnancy and depression remains unclear/ unproven. Finally, long-term prospective, interventional studies will evaluate the effects of RLS/PLMS treatment on sleep disruption and cardiovascular consequences.
Key points
• Restless legs syndrome is frequent, particularly in patients with neurological and psychiatric disorders.
• The consequences (e.g. cardiovascular complications) of different forms of RLS are unclear.
• New approaches are needed for a better diagnostic accuracy (e.g. primary versus secondary forms) and for long-term treatment of idiopathic and secondary RLS.
Sleepwalking, REM sleep behavior disorders, sleep-related hypermotor epilepsy and the concept of state dissociation
State of the art Complex parasomnias such as sleepwalking, RBD and sleep-related hypermotor seizures (SHS) are disorders that feature sleep-related complex motor behaviour that can even lead to self-injury and violence against others, representing also a challenge in forensic medicine [80] . The differentiation between complex parasomnias and SHS has implications for treatment but may be clinically difficult. Pathophysiologically, a 'state dissociation' -defined as the abnormal mixture of elements from different states of being (wakefulness, non-rapid-eye-movement sleep and REM sleep) -was proposed to explain these disorders [81] . Genetics, alcohol, psychosocial factors, medications and brain damage (e.g. traumatic brain injury) are thought to be involved in causing such a state dissociation.
Whilst the concept of state dissociation is clinically helpful, it lacks clarity regarding the exact underlying mechanisms and thus does not allow objective or quantitative evaluation and differentiation of complex parasomnias from sleep-related hypermotor epilepsies. In recent years, it has been shown indeed that sleep is also locally regulated [82, 83] . This observation, together with single-photon emission computed tomography and neurophysiological data documenting the coexistence of selectively activated brain areas during sleep, gave support to the concept of state dissociation [84, 85] .
One way to unravel the intricate relationship between local ('smaller scale') and global ('larger scale') patterns of brain activity and how they are associated with distinct behaviours has been provided by the continuous improvement of techniques for recording brain activity with very high spatial resolution. For example, the introduction of high density surface EEG highlighted local differences of cortical activity during wake and sleep. Moreover, intra-cerebral recordings in animals and humans provided evidence of a rather continual transition between wakefulness and sleep with the possibility of the normal coexistence of elements of both states [83, 86] .
Thus, these investigations prove that transitions between global brain states are not spatially and temporally uniform but show a high degree of topographic variability -not only under pathological but also under physiological conditions. Future Clinically, quantification of the mixture of elements of wakefulness and sleep is necessary as attempted already by some authors [87] .
This may be achieved by the application of powerful concepts from network analysis such as segregation and integration [88] . Segregation and integration are 'universal' concepts in the sense that they are applicable to any complex system, i.e. systems consisting of large numbers of interacting parts such as the brain.
A better assessment of the different elements configuring the dissociated states may eventually improve our ability to monitor and evaluate transitions between physiological and pathological brain dynamics (e.g. in patients awakening from coma or at the transition from vegetative state to minimally conscious state [89] ), and possibly also contribute to a better prediction of responses to specific treatments. Furthermore, it may also elucidate other neuropsychiatric or behavioural disorders that may emerge from a disturbed balance of segregation and integration within central neuronal networks. Finally, investigating disorders such as sleep-related focal epilepsy, both genetically and structurally, may give insights into understanding the relationship between genes, epileptogenesis and arousal regulatory processes [90] .
• State dissociation is a useful concept to describe complex parasomnias and SHS but appropriate measures of it are still lacking.
• The development of quantitative measures of dissociation will be of help not only in sleep medicine but also more generally for the understanding and management of disorders of consciousness such as coma and minimally conscious state.
New methodological approaches
State of the art The clinical evaluation of sleep has traditionally relied on qualitative analysis of EEG recordings. During the last decade, however, quantitative EEG analyses and other recording techniques have revealed exciting new insights into sleep mechanisms. Qualitative criteria for visual scoring of sleep stages and events were introduced in the 'paper era' of sleep medicine and continue to be the basis of current rules [91] . Given the promise of quantitative EEG analyses, it is recommended for the future to establish an international consensus on data-driven standards for the scoring of sleep for clinical purposes.
During the last decade, sleep research in humans and animals has witnessed a dramatic increase in the number of electrodes used to record EEG (socalled high density EEG), as well as complementary use of magnetic resonance imaging, magneto-encephalography and near infrared spectroscopy. The advanced recording approaches have been combined with in-depth signal analyses, including advanced multivariate analysis techniques (e.g. independent component analysis), source reconstruction and multivariate pattern classification to provide better insights about the spatiotemporal characteristics of sleep, including its underlying neuronal networks and their oscillations in spindles and slow wave frequencies [92] [93] [94] . Methods to evaluate the role of sleep in brain function and its response to stimulation have refined the use of traditional sensory stimulation and applied newer methods that bypass the senses and directly stimulate transcranially, by means of magnetic pulses and alternating or direct electric currents [95, 96] .
Human studies have been complemented by breakthrough findings on the importance of sleep for brain function in animal studies using two-photon imaging [23, 24] and optogenetics [97, 98] , as well as by cellular and molecular studies exploring the roles of individual genes and signalling pathways contributing to the EEG features of sleep. In particular, transcriptomic characterizations have permitted the elucidation of cellular pathways important for the regulation of sleep onset and/or maintenance, whilst genetic studies have suggested the existence of specific ion channels or metabolic pathways that might alter sleep-specific brain oscillations. At the same time, multimodal imaging and multiunit multisite recordings have allowed detailed study of changes in brain connectivity or metabolite clearance at local and global levels in both humans and animals.
Future
Advanced methods like single cell calcium imaging and intracellular recording will further reveal the circuits and functions of sleep. Interventional approaches, including optogenetics and cell-specific pharmacology, bear the ultimate promise of applicability to improve sleep and its supportive role in brain function and cognition in humans. In addition, there are a number of challenges and opportunities to address.
A first opportunity relates to the development of an international consortium that assembles genome-wide association and functional imaging studies. Thus, genomic, electrophysiological and functional imaging databases should be consolidated and expanded together with internet-based survey of lifetime sleep habits, complaints and vulnerabilities. Moreover, collection of primary cells from patients and possibly trans-differentiation of these cells to neurons could provide unprecedented and easily accessible molecular information pertaining to behaviour, sleep and disease [99] .
A second opportunity should promote the use of self-quantification of behaviour, environment and physiology by means of mobile and highly functional miniature devices, such as multiple microsensors. It is expected that massive databases will emerge from these new opportunities and will unravel important evaluations about sleep in natural environments and quantification of new sleep phenotypes. Moreover the increasing use of mobile communication devices will also support treatment of sleep disorders. Internetbased cognitive behavioural therapies for insomnia, as well as CPAP titration by means of home monitoring, have already been shown to be effective.
Key points
• A new international consensus on data-driven clinical scoring of sleep is needed. In a research setting, the picture of both healthy and pathological sleep can be further enhanced via new multimodal imaging/recording technologies.
• A high priority should be placed upon the integration of sleep considerations into large consortium data sets. This will require the continued close cooperation of sleep scientists and clinicians with experts in other disciplines, including information technologists, engineers and mathematical modellers.
• Molecular and cellular measures, when integrated with such information, should provide unparalleled opportunities for discovery of clinically relevant mechanisms regulating sleep.
Translational and animal approaches
State of the art Several concepts have dominated the sleep field for decades. It was thought that (i) sleep slow waves are a global phenomenon with an intensity only determined by the need for sleep; (ii) sleepÀwake cycles are under the control of a reciprocal inhibitory balance between GABAergic sleep-promoting nuclei located in the preoptic area and multiple arousal-promoting nuclei; and (iii) REM sleep is generated by reciprocal interaction between monoaminergic and cholinergic neurons located in the brainstem.
Studies in animals over the last decade have deeply modified some of these concepts. First, it is now clear that sleep is not a uniform global process and that its depth varies amongst cortical structures depending on their activity during previous waking. Further, slow waves characteristic of sleep can occur locally during prolonged wakefulness. In addition, recent studies suggested that sleep facilitates clearance of metabolites and toxins such as b-amyloid from the brain [23] . It was also shown that adenosine in astrocytes plays a role in sleep homeostasis.
At the system level, it has been shown that glutamate and GABA-glycinergic pathways control REM sleep and are responsible for muscle atonia. This is highly relevant to RBD and the mechanisms of cataplexy, suggesting that glutamate release from hypocretin/orexin cells, for instance, participates in signal transduction together with hypocretin/orexin peptides. Optogenetics was used to confirm that neurons located in the lateral hypothalamus, in particular those containing melanin-concentrating hormone and GABA, facilitate the onset and maintenance of REM sleep state [98] . Finally, animal models have been developed for a few sleep disorders including narcolepsy, insomnia/sleep deprivation, SDB (intermittent hypoxia) and RBD, and promising new models are under development for RLS/PLMs [18] . More generally, 'rest' in simpler organisms such as fruit flies and worms have proven powerful models for research, and conclusions about sleep-relevant genes and pathways elucidated in these 'simple' organisms starts to be validated in mice and human. Future A better phenotype characterization of sleepÀwake in patients is now required to promote translational findings from animal models to clinical situations, and backwards. Besides the identification of sleepÀwake neuronal populations, it is time to determine the mechanisms responsible for their functional connectivity and dynamics in basal conditions and under cognitive or physiological modifications. For example, the mechanisms responsible for inducing slow waves both globally and locally, as well as their relevant functions, remain to be identified. To fulfil these tasks, new methods to record and analyse brain network activity from cortical and subcortical structures with high temporal and spatial resolution (ideally cellular and molecular) should be developed (functional, structural, behaviour, longitudinal, magnetic resonance spectroscopy combined with high density EEG, multisite recordings, and activity imaging at cellular level) both in animals and possibly humans. In addition, the development and improvement of genetic engineering in animal models for SWDs is needed in mice and other mammalian models using new methods such as clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR). The use of optogenetics and pharmaco-genetics will also bring further answers, provided that biological markers allowing the specific study of subtypes of GABA and glutamatergic neurons are adequately identified, e.g. by using gene expression analysis. Finally, utilization of cellular models for individual features of sleepÀwake state could permit molecular discoveries at small-scale resolution. Key points
• Increased knowledge of basic sleepÀwake mechanisms using upcoming methods such as optogenetics, calcium imaging and CRISPR is needed.
• The development of relevant animal models for SWDs should be pursued to empower real opportunities for translational research approaches.
Discussion
The aim of the workshop resulting in this paper was to group specialists representing the multidisciplinarity of both sleep medicine and science in order to summarize recent advances and discuss future perspectives related to the fields of neurology and psychiatry. The broad spectrum of knowledge and approaches in this workshop represented a true challenge, and led us to focus on the 10 topics discussed in this paper. Within each topic, specific research priorities were identified, which we have outlined above. However, connecting these 10 topics, several consensus conclusions and clinical priorities repeatedly emerge.
State of the art and future perspectives Overlapping brain mechanisms regulating sleepÀwake, psychiatric and neurological functions probably explain the high frequency of SWDs in neurology and psychiatry. However, SWDs are often under-diagnosed in both specialties. With respect to sleep medicine, a clear-cut separation between neurology and psychiatry appears particularly difficult and often unjustified. Patients with SWDs often require multidisciplinary management, and well exemplify the need for a holistic approach in medicine.
Our understanding of the pathophysiology of SWDs in neurology and psychiatry has greatly improved. Such SWDs as narcolepsy and RBD represent experiments of nature, the study of which led to a better understanding of brain mechanisms underlying not only sleep and wake regulation but more generally cognitive, motor, emotion and autonomic pathways. In reverse, however, the translation of basic sleepÀwake research to clinical practice remains inadequate. The necessity of a bidirectional interaction between clinical/human and basic/animal approaches is challenged by the increasing separation between these fields of research, more and more specialized. Such a difficulty of transfer of knowledge is particularly well recognizable in chronobiology, where great advances in our understanding of physiological mechanisms have had only a limited impact upon the management of psychiatric and neurological patients so far.
Sleep seems to play a fundamental role in maintaining brain and mental health. Accordingly, an increasing body of data suggests a negative influence of such SWDs as insomnia, SDB and circadian disturbances on the incidence, evolution and outcome of several neurological and psychiatric disorders. Detrimental interactions have also been documented for SWDs and learning/cognitive abilities in children, cerebrovascular disorders in adults, and neurodegenerative disorders in the elderly population. Systematic studies, including treatment interventions, are needed to prove causal relationships between most SWDs and neurological/psychiatric disorders.
With regard to research methodology, several new techniques such as functional and structural neuroimaging, high density EEG and intracranial recordings in patients, as well as optogenetics, calcium imaging and recombinatorial genetic engineering technologies in animals, are revolutionizing assessments of SWF and disturbances in animal and humans. Circadian rhythms are maintained by a set of classic clock genes that form complex and self-regulatory loops [100] . Recent genome-wide association studies have identified some loci that may contribute to the regulation of sleep duration [101, 102] . These advances contrast with the limited standardization and validation in the diagnostic work-up of neurological and psychiatric patients with SWDs, which urgently needs to be improved.
Our improved understanding of the neurobiology of SWFs has led recently to the development of new pharmacological targets for the treatment of such SWDs as insomnia and narcolepsy. Pharmacology together with multiple ventilatory options for SDB, melatonin/light for circadian disorders and non-pharmacological approaches for insomnia altogether constitute the large armamentarium of treatment interventions available for SWDs in neurological and psychiatric patients. Unfortunately, few of these approaches have been tested and validated in largescale studies. Also, their impact on the long-term outcome of neurological and psychiatric disorders is often poorly known.
Actions needed
A discrepancy is clearly evident between the tremendous opportunity offered by our knowledge of SWFs and SWDs and its very limited application in the practice of neurology and psychiatry. Our working group identified four potential areas of action that could lead to a reduction of this gap. 1 Pre-graduate and postgraduate teaching in sleep and sleep medicine must be strengthened.
Teaching of sleep and sleep medicine is limited to a few hours in most medical curricula and typically a vertical integration between preclinical and clinical years is missing. Furthermore, most postgraduate training programmes in neurology and psychiatry only marginally include the management and implications of SWDs, or do not cover them at all. In Switzerland, for example, sleep medicine training will officially be included only in 2015 in the postgraduate requirements set by the national neurological society. More generally, awareness campaigns are also important not only for the general population but also for nonspecialized medical professionals, so that they become aware of the far-reaching implications of sleep health for patient well-being also in association with neurological and psychiatric symptoms and disorders. 2 The creation of academic, multidisciplinary sleepÀwake centres should be fostered. In such initiatives, medical, psychological and biological faculties should ideally be involved. The coexistence of both preclinical and clinical departments would favour not only the transfer of knowledge and a multidisciplinary approach in SWDs (see above) but also translational research projects including animal and basic science experiments. 3 Diagnostic approaches of SWDs in neurological and psychiatric patients must be simplified and validated.
There is an increasing demand for developing simple but reliable instruments to monitor SWFs and to diagnose SWDs in a natural environment and in a way that is more accessible and less costly than standard tests. 4 Treatment strategies for SWDs in neurology and psychiatry should be systematically tested (and supported). It is important to move from cohorts composed of patients admitted to sleep centres to larger sample sizes drawn from the general population. The early diagnosis, treatment and whenever possible prevention of SWDs in neurology and psychiatry could yield great benefits in management of traditional neurological and psychological disorders, also in view of the increasing age of our society.
